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by Ashley Hagar
Culture Editor

Summer is around the corner, and new restaurants as well as 
updates to current ones are coming soon. 

At the end of 2016, California Cafe announced it would close. 
When it first opened 31 years ago, it was famous for when President 
Bill Clinton stopped in for dinner. Concerning the closure, manager 
Holland McBride said, “Our lease is up, and they’re going to remodel.” 
However, she did not provide any other information. California Cafe 
closed its doors at the end of last year. 

Seniors transport to Venice for Prom 
by Jessica Blough
Editor-in-Chief

On Sat., May 13, LGHS seniors donned their masks, corsages, and 
boutonnieres for an event all high schoolers anticipate: senior prom. 
The dance, which took place at Dolce Hayes Mansion in San Jose, had 
a Venetian Masquerade theme.

Long before most students arrived, leadership was already at the 
mansion, preparing for the night. Senior class vice president Ryan 
Clarke arrived around noon and stayed at Hayes until 3:30 PM helping 
set up for the dance and creating centerpieces for the dinner tables. 
However, even before that day, Clarke and senior class president Leila 
Scola dedicated hours to planning prom. They selected vendors to keep 
students entertained off the dance floor, as well as choosing the theme 
of the night and the decor. Contrasting the hair appointments and 
manicures common among the rest of the class preparing for prom, 
these dedicated students committed their energy to looking at linen 
samples and photography portfolios. 

After pre-party photos at multiple locations, several LGHS teachers, 
including Paris De Soto, Matt Holm, Annameekee Hesik, DeLynne 
O’Toole, Dan Burns, Steve Hammack, and Christine Chiodo, greeted 
their students as they exited various limos, party buses, and private 
cars. The seniors then met outside for a short buffet dinner before 
the dance. As they watched the sunset between the palm trees, guests 
enjoyed their chicken, steak, and vegetarian lasagne, shivering slightly 
in the cold and eagerly awaiting the rest of the night.
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Luckily, a new restaurant has taken its place. The shadow of the 
California Cafe’s sign remained until the end of April when a new one 
took its place: The Catamount. San Francisco resident Rey Tang is the 
owner of Presidio Social Club in San Francisco and now The Catamount 
in Los Gatos. The name is a combination of the Cats, the translation of 
Los Gatos, and the Santa Cruz Mountains. The Catamount opened on 
May 1 and serves “modern comfort food” like chops, steaks, salads, and 
a “Steam of the Day” where they will have a steamed shellfish dish.

Ever since Nov. 29, 1972, Pedro’s Restaurant and Cantina has been at 
the corner of North Santa Cruz Avenue and Petticoat Lane, but things 
are about to change. There are plans in place for Los Gatos Cafe to take 
over Pedro’s current location. However, Los Gatos Cafe’s owner, Robert 
Morcat, is “perfectly happy” with the current location just a few doors 
down from Pedro’s, which poses a question for what will happen to 
Pedro’s. Sophomore Paige Brown enjoyed going to Pedro’s and is “sad 
to see it go as [she] went there a lot as a kid.”

Architect Anthony Fish says that Los Gatos Cafe is just a placeholder 
for a new restaurant. Pedro’s will be completely remodeled, and the con-
cept of the restaurant to replace it will change. Instead of the current 
237 seats, the new restaurant will have 88 seats and a chef’s garden.

Los Gatos Roasting Company is also undergoing changes. On April 
18, the town gave the green light to the Roasting Company’s owner 
Teri Hope’s plans to provide beer, wine, and entertainment in the early 
evening before 10 PM. Hope also looks to expand the Roasting Com-
pany’s menu to include dinner and dessert crepes and nightly specials.
(Sources: Mercury News, Pedro’s, Los Gatos Cafe, Town of Los Gatos)

DRESS COLOR ARRAY: Seniors pose before breaking it down on the dance floor.
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PRIME LOCATION: The Catamount is located where California Cafe used to be. 
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As students prepared to enter the dance, they encountered a small 
obstacle: several parents had forgotten to arrive for coat check, prompt-
ing leadership students to volunteer and calm the chaos. The crowd 
of students eagerly relieved themselves of their heavy coats and high 
heels, and the dancing commenced shortly after.

With heels and coats removed, yet still full from the buffet dinner, 
the class of 2017 finally made it to the main attraction of the night: 
the dance floor. The DJ, who also set the tone for last fall’s corona-
tion dance, mixed recent hits, 2000s classics, and dance favorites 
like the ChaCha Slide. Seniors Christian Kelly and Quinn Cunniff 
both enjoyed a crowd surf as their peers lifted them into the air and 
carried them across the dance floor before carefully depositing them 
back to the ground.

When students needed a moment to rest their dancing feet, they 
headed to decorated tables or the refreshment stations. The catering 
staff kept the dessert table in the back well-stocked with cookies, 
cakes, and Class of 2017 cupcakes. While snacking, students treated 
themselves to airbrush tattoos by Lisa Hansen Unreal Tattoos and a 
photobooth by Alison Fell Photography.

Students began to file out around 10:30 PM, signaling the end of 
an unforgettable evening. “Planning an event and spending months 
conceptualizing it and seeing it be so well attended is humbling and 
very exciting,” stated Clarke. “In a weird way it was surreal to see 
what it actually looked like. Senior prom has a different sentimental 
value to everyone. At prom, you see everyone as equals, going nuts 
on the dance floor.”
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PRETTY IN BLUE: Seniors crack a smile before going to dinner at Hayes Mansion.
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BRO HUG: Seniors Aitor Amatriain, Jeff Lai, and Brandon Bettinger snap a pic.

BLOOMING SMILES: Ladies show off their colorful corsages and manicured nails.
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